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Appendix 5

rROCUREMENT, PRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION HISTORY

OF THE
ARI5-M16-MI6AI WEAPON SYSTEMf

f A. Introduction

SThe procurement history of the ARI5-N16-MI6AI rifle has been

marked by a divergency of opinion as to the capabilities and de-

- ficiencies of the weapon system, and varying requirements.

Army procurement was begun with the purchase of a small

quantity of AR15 rifles for test and evaluation in fiscal year

S1952, and followed by a limited procuremeit. one-time buy in

fiscal year 1964. Although no further procurement was anticipated,

an urgent requirement for the rifle in Vietnam in 1965 initiated

a large purchase in fiscal year 1966. Subsequent procurements

in fiscal years 1968 and 1969 have been based on production

capacities rather than on any well-defined, long-range program.

Within this same period (1966 to 1968) requirements to support

forces in Vietnam, particularly the Free World Military Forces.

have been increased rapidly.

.Amm•air4on procurements have, in general, kept pace with

rifle deliveries, and once the production base was established,

have created no significant problems.

! IC)
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B. Initial Procurement Through Fiscal Year 1963

Rifle Procurenent, U.S. Air Force

The first official act initiating the Air Force ARI5 program-:

occurred on 29 August 1960 when the Air Force Vice Chief of Staff

comnented that there appeared to be a requirement for a better

small arm for Air Force local security forces to replace the cali-

ber .30 carbine. Following the directions of the Vice Chief of

Staff, an all-coaroand survey was made, and after study it was

determined that the Air Force had a total requirement for 80,000

rifles, to be procured over a five-year period. Following a brief-

jj iing to the Vice Chief of Staff on 16 May 1961 by the Air Staff, the

Vice Chief of Staff declared that "the Armalite ARI5 rifle was the

weapon that should be procured." 1 /

After a conprehensive st,%dy of the weapons available, the

Air Force selected the AR15 as Lhe weapon that best satisfied its

requirements. Funds for procurement of 19,000 new rifles and 1.9

million rounds of 5.56mm am:nunition ;Jere requested in the Air Force

1962 budget. The Department of Defense at first withheld the funds

-- !for procurement and gave three reasons:

Introduction of another rifle of different cali-
ber and characeristiscs into the Department of Defense
inventories was not desirable.

Air Force Histcry of the ARIS Rifle (Mid-1960 tc Yid-1962),

undated.



Adoption of a .223 caliber rifle for tle Air
Force was n¢:t consistent with NATO standardization
objectives.

Large cuan'.ties of Ml and -'2 carbines were
available in Ar;my and Air Force depots and although
they were twenty years old, they were still useable.2/

Following a series of meetings and letters, the Air Force

rtezeived approval from the Department of Defense on 12 September

1961 to procure 8,500 ARI5 rifles and 8.5 million rounds of am-

munition for test, training, and unconventional warfare. However,

on presentation to the House Subcommittee on Appropriations on 21

September 1961, the procurement of the Air Force AR15 rifles was

i-1 withheld pending consideration of additional data.

Congressional approval for the procurement of 1,000 ARI5 rifles

for test and evaluation in the Republic of Vietnam by the Advanced

Research Project Agency (ARPA) of the Department of Defense in

December 1961 reopened further discussions on the Air Force

procurement.3/ Final Congressional authorization for the Air

Force procurement was granted 15 May 1962. The 8,500 rifles and

8.5 million rounds of ammunition thus authorized for the Air Force

Air Force History of the ARI5 Rifle (Cid-1960 to Mid-1962),
undated.

3 USAMC Rpt, 23 Jun 64, sub: Brief History of the back-
ground of the Weapon System.
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were procured from Colt's Patent Firearms Manufacturing Company,

Inc., Hartford, Connecticut, under Contract AF-33-(657)-9413,

dated 29 August 1962.4/ The final rifle of this contract was de-

livered 28 January 1963.

Following its success in procuring this ini-ial quantity of

weapons, the Air Force included 19,000 additional AR15 rifles in

its FY 1963 budget. Before t!-e request reached Congress, the final

report from the ARPA test of 1,000 ARI5 rifles in Vietnam was

published. This report established the AR15 rifle as an excellent

weapon with improved lethality. The Air Force plan to procure a

total of 80,000 ARI5 rifles during a five-year period was recog-

nized and accepted by the Department of Defense and Congress and

the FY 1953 budget request was approved without delay.5/

Rifle Procurement, U.S. Navv

The U.S. Navy, i, Iay 1962, conducted a limited service test

of the AR15 rifle for possible use by the Sea Air :,and (SEAL) Teams.

In comparison with other weapon- of this type in the Navy inventory,

the reliability, ruggedness of censtruction, light weight, and

4 •
4 Ltr, ARPA, 21 Dec 61, sub: ARPA Order 298-62.

5 Memo, OASD (Comptroller) for ASAY(rFM), 20 Jan 63.
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relative simplicity of the ARI5 rifle proved it to be an ideal

weapon for SEAL operations. The Navy consequently purchased 172

ARI5 rifles for special operations by amiphibiuus SEAL tea.¶s.6/

Rifle Procuremen U.S. Army

In response to a 12 October 1962 memorandum from the Secre-

tary of Defense, requesting views on the relative effectiveness

of the M14 and AR15 rifles and the Soviet Assault Rifle (AK47),

the Army initiated action to test and evaluate these weapons.

To provide the weapons needed for the evaluation, the Department

of the Army on 25 October 1962 authorized the procurement of 300

AR15 rifles and 600,000 rounds of artmunition.7/ A contract was

placed with Colt's for this quantity on 30 October 1962.8/ The

Commanding General, U.S. Army Materiel Command (CGUSAIC), pro-

$ vided program authorit%, to procure 38 more AR15 rifles on 23

November 1962, bringing the total to 338 at a unit cost of $107.00.

Existing contracts were cevised accordingly.

M6 Memo, JCS (JCSM-99-63), 12 Feb 63, sub: Rifle Procure-

ment Program.

7 DCSLOG Ltr, 25 Oct 62, sub: Procurement of AR15, Acces-j ories and Ammunition.

•.. 8 Contract, DA-19-020-AIMC-O015(W).
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Ammunition Procurement

The first record of a separate procurement action for 5.56=m

armunition was based on a stated requirement by the Air Force on

16 October 1962.2/ The August 1962 contract was granted to Colt's

for both rifles and ammunition. The Air Force forwarded a partial

technical data package to Picatinny Arsenal, New Jersey. asking if

the Army had any interest. The Army response en 13 December 1962

indicated that a meeting had been held at Frankford Arsenal, 30

November 1962, with representatives from the Air Force, during

which it was agreed that Frankford Arsenal would prepare an ini-

tial technical data package for a one-time Air Force purchase of

commercial cartridges for use in the ARI5 rifle.

A second meeting was held 9 January 1963 at Lake City Army

Ammunition Plant, Missouri, with Army and Air Force representa-

tives..l_ The purpose of this meeting was to develop practical

drawings and specifications, based on the previous experience of

the Air Force, which had made an earlier procurement of Remington

5.56mm cartridges through Colt's Inc. (see pages 5-3 and 5-4). The

Air Force pointed out that the performance of the Remington car-

tridges had not been satisfactory because of four principal

9 Ltr, Ogden Air Materiel Area, 16 Oct 62, sub: Production

of Cartridge, 5.6 4 m,, H.V. Ball.

0o -:,n. U.S. Air Force ::eetin. on 3.6-- i A=un~tion, 9 Jan 63.

5-6



deficiencies: keyholding, stripping of the bullet jacket, pack-

aging, and a light powder charge.

The Air Force representative from Eglin Air Force Base,

Florida, declared that he thought a change in twist in the rifling

of the barrel from 1 turn in 14 inches to 1 turn in 12 inches would

correct the problem of keyholing. The U.S. Ar.i!y Munitions Command

representative stressed the importance of having a military speri-

fication for the rifle, since any variation in the design of the

rifle could require a change in design of the wrinunition.

3-.- %arch 1963 the Army expressed its interest in the procure-

=ent of caliber .223 a~mmunition when the Project Manager for the

ARI5 rifle directed that 600,000 rounds be purchased immediately

to satisfy urgent requirements for ammunition to support the 338

rifles on hand.L-' The Commandirg General, U.S. Army Munitions

Command (CGUSA.I.ICOM), further directed that the ammunitior would

be the Remington Arms caliber .223, which Remington Arms had de-

veloped and was the sole producer. A military technical data pack-

age was not available, but provisions were placed in the contract

*1 for Uemington Arms to provide a full description with drawings and

- specification requirements.

1 Ksg, CG, USA?2JOM, to CO, APSA, 18 Mar 63.

-- : 5-7
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The Air Force acted as the procurement agency for the ammu-

nitinn it procured in FY 1963: 8.5 million rounds to support its

FY 1952 prccurement of 8,500 ARI5 rifles and 19.0 million rounds

to support its FY 1963 procurement of 19,000 AR15 rifles. However,

because of the Army's renewed interest in and requirement for the

same cartridge, the two services cooperated in the development of

the military specifications and quality assurance previsions. On

6 March 1963, CGUSti1XC appointed the ARI5 Rifle Project Manager

which facilitated this cooperation.

Many difficulties arose during the delivery of the initial

Air Force and Army FY 1963 procurement because of such incompati-

bilities between the rifle and the ammunition as chamber dimension

and primer sensitivity. (FMr a detailed discussion, see Appendixes

2 and 4.)

The Army procurement of 600,000 rounds of .223 ball ammuni-

tion was made under Item 1 of Contract DA-19020-A.IC-0159(A) in

May 1963. Item 2 of this same contract provided for delivery of

the technical data furnished by the contractor to describe the

commercial .223 ammunition. This data had previously been fur-

nished to the varinus services for evaluation.121

12 Frankford Arsenal Tenth Memo Rpt on ARI5 Rifle-Ammunition

System, 15 lay 64.

(5-8
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FC. iscal Year 1964 Procurement

Rifle Procurement

The first major procurement of the M16 weapon system by the

Army was funded 4.n FY 1964. Justificaticu for this procurement

was based on the results of the M14, X16, and AK-47 Comparative

Evaluation, which was completed ir early 1962 and recommended

•inited procurement of 16 rifles for issue to air assault, spe-

cial forces, and airborne units. The Secretary of Defense approved

Snis procuremer.t in February 1963 upon recommendation of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff, who had reviewed the Army test repurts.'L3 1  Ini-

tial requirements were then established.14/

* Table 5-1 XM16EI RIFLE REQUIR&YENTS

s•tir SpecialAssault Forces Airborne Total

Initial Issue 13,000 6,665 34,352 54,017

Maintenance Float 630 333 1,718 2,701

Combat Support (6 mos.) 5,070 2,598 13,386 21,054

Pipeline (2 mos.) 1,690 366 4,462 7,018

20,410 10,462 53,913 84,790

13 Memo, SECDEF, 13 Feb 63, sub: Mifle Procurement Program.

14 ODCSLOG Staff Study, 24 Jan 63, sub: ARI5 Rifle.

,f 5-9
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The Army and the Air Force disagreed upon proposed changes

to the rifle prior to the FY 1954 procurement. A meeting to re-

solve these differences was held in the office of the Assistant

S Secretary of the Army (Installations and Logistics) on 6 March

1963, with members of the Army and Air Force staff in attendance.

The Assistant Secretary of the Army (Installations and Logistics)

representative stated during the meeting that the Secretary of De-

fense had previously agreed to permit the Army to make changes

to the rifle which were consiLered absolutely essential, provided

the Air Force and Marine Corps also agreed to these changes. Dur-

ing the meeting, it became apparent that the major disagreements

were in the requirement for a bolt closure device, which the Army

believed was necessary, and a change cf the barrel twist to I turn

in 12 inches, which the Air Force wanted. The Army position on

the barrel twist was that the Arny did not wish any change that

might reduce lethality, and therefore could not agree to the Air

Force change without further testing.15 1 The Air Force position

-jas based on USABRL data and USAF testing at Eglin AFB..L6! (A'pen-

dix 2 treats this testing in detail.)

After evaluation of test data, the sarv! :es agreed to adopt

15 MlFR, ASA(I&L) 7 Mar 63, sub: R15 Rifle.

16 Report, BRL, Dec 62, sub: Technical Note No. 1482 -
Comparative Effectiveness Evaluation of the M14 and Other Rifle
-Concepts.
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the I in 12 inch barrel twist, and the Secretary of Defense author-

4!zed the Army to procure the rifle with a manu.l bolt closure

device.

The Secretary of Defense directed the Army to exercise its

single service procurement (system manager) assignment and buy

for all services, beginning with FY 1964.1.71

Assuming that the FY 1964 requirements for the rifle would

be approximately 104,000 and that subsequent requirements would

be limited to 33,500 in FY 1965 for the Air Force, the Defense

Department approved sole-source procurement from Colt's Inc.18/-

The U.S. Army Weapons Command submitted a recommendation to

the Secretary of the Army on 30 Oct ber 1963 for an award of con-

tract to Colt's Inc. for the delivery of 104,000 5.56mm rifles.

The recommendation contained further pertinent information:191

There is an urgent FY 64 requirement for this
weapon, and the award of a contrac: to the proposed
contractor (Colt's Inc.) will enable early deliveries
to be made and the program to be completed in the
shortest possible time.

17 Memo, OSD, II Mar 63, sub: ARI5 Amumunition and Rifles.

18 Memo, OSD, 27 Jun 63, sub: Action on Rif:e Production

19 Memo, Hq, USAWECOM, 30 Oct 63, sub: Submission for Ap-

proval of Award of Contract for Rifles, 5.56m, 116.

~'~- 5-Il
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There will be no government-furnished facili-
ties nor special tooling provided for the proposed
award.

Colt's agreed to accept an option up to 40,000
each at a price not to exceed the contract price
provided that the option would be awarded not less
than 6 months prior to the final dclivery.

The negotiated price was $113.00 for each of the 19,000 Air

Force rifles and $122.84 for each of the Army rifles with the

bolt closure device. The Army procurement specified that seven

magazines, one bipod, and one bipod cese be provided for each

rifle by the manufacturer. The Air Force was to receive onlyI,
one magazine. The delivery schedule would commence with 300 rifles

per month in March 1964, and build-up to 10,000 per month in No-

vember 1964, and contract completion in April 1965.

AL.mu,.ition Procurement

The first year buy involving a major procurement action for

5.56r'.m ammunition was in support of the Army procurement of

85,000 M!l6El rifles and the Air Force procurement of 19,000 M16

rifles in FY 1964. This was the first year that the Army assumed

the role of purchasing agent for the total service requirement of

"5.56mm ammunition.

Several procurement programs were prepared by the U.S. Army

Munitionsq Coomand during the period May through August 1963, 20/

20 L4r, CM, tSA>CO:I, 14 .ay 63, sub: Production of 5.6 4 c.m

(caliber .223) Bali A,:--unition for r-I-e AR.5 lifle.

5-12



in an effort to keep ammunition production in phase with rifle

production., 21

The basic guidance provided the Commanding Officer, Ammuni-

tion Procurement Supply Agency, specified:

1. Establishr.-ent of a production base for 5.64mm
(5.56mm) ammunition.

2. Maintenance of a production base for 7.62mr
ammunition.

3. Competitive procurement -if both 5.64r= and
7.62mm ammunition.22/

Trhs plan developed by U.S. Army Munitions Command included a

separate procurement, by competitive negotiation aj.onrg the 7.62mm

base p:oducers, of 1 million rounds of 5.56mm ball ammunition. it

envisioned the Ianufacture and test of this quantity to obtain a

preproduction evaluation of the procurement package before the

first deliveries from the majcr procurement.

Ammunition specification MIL-C-9963 was coordinated among

representatives of the four services and agreed upon by them dur-

ing the Technical Coordinating Committee Meeting 13-14 August

j •21 Ltr, Project Manager, 5 Jul 63, with three inclosures,

sub: Procurement Program, 5.56mm Amunition for AR15 Rifles.

22 Meo, Hq, USAWECOH, 30 Oct 63. sub: Submission for Ap-
I proval of Award of Contract for Rifles, 5.56mm, M16.

23 Min, Technical Coordinating Com.-ittee Z-Meeting, 13-14 Aug 63.

i I5-13
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The Project Manager Rifles, approved the plan and i-ssued pro-

gram authority to U.S. Army Munitions Comimand on 21 August 1963 for

the precure,.ent of I million rounds of 5.36.'.: cartridges of ball

a-.x-nition at a program cost of $75 thousand.24/

In Lhe meantime, complication5 with the development of mill-

cary specifications for the ammunition to assure cor.patibility

%:,ta the rifle were being investigated. As a result of the Army

staff position on the inadvertent fire safety hazard, procurement

actions on the amm.unition were temporarily susuendedu.- (See

Ap~endJx 4.) This suspension resulted in futther delay of both

the procurement plan and the development of the milestone schedule.

(See Inclosure I for comparison of the cchedule developed in Sep-

tesiber 1963 and the one prepared 4 December 1963.)-261

The government request for proposals (RFP) on the initial If million rounds of the FY 1964 procurement was not favorably con-

sidered by the three commercial prodiucers of small arms ammunition--

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation, Remington Arms Company, and

Federal Cartridge Corporation. All three producers objected to

parts of the technical data package.

24 2d mncl, Hq, USUEOM, 21 Aug 63, to Ltr, Project .arager,
sub: Procurement Program, 5.5&,a Ammunition.

25 Ltr, Hq, USAMUCOH, 3 Oct 63, sub: Procurement Program,

5.56m Ammunition for PR15 Rifle.

26 Ltr, Project .e•anager, 4 Dec 63, sub: Progress Report RSS

DD-SDC:) 554, "-16 .ifIe.



Olin Mathieson objected to certain specifications on cartridge

case wall thickness and to the specifications of IN1R 4475 pro-

pellant. Remington obje-ted to the same specificacions and recom-

mended that the prescribed maximum mean chamber pressure be in-

creased from 52,000 p.s.i. to 53,000 p.s.i. Federal Cartridge ex-

pressed the view that the maximum mean chamber pressure should be

raised to 54,000 p.s.i.

A meeting was held at Frankford Arsenal on 20 January 1964

with representatives of the three cartridge producers, DuPont--

the sole producer of IMR 4475 propellant--the Air Force, and the

Army to review the requirements of the technical data package.2-!'

At this meeting, DuPont declared that it must manufacture propellant

lots which would develop not more than a maximum mean chamber pres-

sure of 2,000 pounds per square inch (p.s.i.) less than that per-

mittea to cartridge manufacturers and also expressed concern as to

whether or not the company could consistently meet even an increased

limit of chamber pressure from 50,000 p.s.i. to 51,000 p.s.i.

(53,000 p.s.i. for the assembled cartridge). DuPont, however,

declared that there would be no problem in supplying enough propellant

to load one million rounds. It was agreed to change the cartridge

I - }case drawing to reflect the new dimensions proposed b- kemington,

27 Office Memo, Eq, USAN.COM. 17 Jan 64, sub: Meeting on

. Procurement of 1 million cartridges, 5.56-;n, Ball, :193. Fran'_ord
Arsenal.

• j:- 5-IS
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because Remington maintained that its first drawings had been aiis-
r

interpreted by the Ar-.y. It was also agreed to amend the Request

For Proposal to permit increase of the maximum mean chamber pres-

sure of the propellant to 51,000 p.s.i. and of the cartridge co

53,000 p.s.i. (for the one million rounds only). The Project Man-

ager concurred in these changes on 17 January 1964, thereby elimin-

ating the existing roadblocks to obtaining responsive proposals to

the Request For Proposal for one million rounds.

SI Instructions to the Ammunition Procurement and Supply Agency

by the Project Manager on 24 January 1964 were:

14 It is most desirable and in the interest of the
Government to have more than one contractor involved! € in this procurement. This wilt enable more than one
producer to develop a learning curve concerning this

ammunition. Since the Government does not intend to
develop an in-house capability for this a;munition at
this time, multt-production capacity is desirable for
mobilization and emergency require:aents. Finally.
two or more producers will offer the Government the
most desirable feature of price reductions and savings--
competition. In view of the above, this procurement
should be split between at least two contractors (if
the costs can be justified). it is realized that costs*
will vary between different producers.28/

The contract for one million cartridges, awarded 19 February

1964, was split; 500,000 cartridges were. procured from Remington

Arms Company and 500,000 from Olin Hatbieson Corporation (Western

j: Cartridge Company).

28 Min, Meeting, Cartridge. 5.56t-ma, REP, I Million, 28 Jan 64.

15-16



With the contract for the initial one million cartridges

sicned, attention next focused on the propellant problem, which

needed to be resolved before procurement action on the remaining

i31 million rounds could be completed. The propellant and cartridge

ma.".ufacture's had not agreed that relaxation of the chamber pressure

Zo 53,000 p.s.i. would permit large-scale procurement..L29 Therefore,

"the requirement for increased 2 roduct improvement in the propellants

area became urgent.

Alt'hough disagreements on the technical data package, primarily

re~ar.ng to the propellant, remained to be solved, contracts for the

reaiaining 131 million cartridges were awarded on 26 Febtuary 1964

at_ follows:3_/

Olin Mathieson Corporation--77,880,000

Remington Arms Company, Inc.--57,000,000

Federal Cartridge Company--15,000,000

At the time the above contracts were awarded, the contractors

were asked to propose another type propellant for testing to pernit

qualification of additional types. Each of the three a&unition pto-

ducers recommended a different alternate propellant for the original

29 DF, Frankford Arsenal (S-NIWA-6000). 21 Jan 64, sub: Eval-

uation of Propeliants for 5.56mm Ammunition.

M30 FR, Frankford Arsenal, 30 Mar 64, sub: AR15-M193 Ball
j-'. •Cartridge Procurement.

5-17
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IIhR 4475. Remington advocated a tubular-grain, centralite-coated

propellant (CR 8136), which was produced bý DuPont, Olin recom-

mended a spherical-grain propellant (WC 846), which was an Olin

product. Federal advocated neither :he DuPont nor Olin product,

but favored a product of Hercules Powder Company (HPC-lO).

The plan to evaluate the three candidate propellants included

the procurement of 25,000 M193, .,.56mm ball cartridges from each of

the three propellant companies. Each propellant company was given

free choice in selection of a cartridge producer to load and assem-

ble cartridges with candidate propellants. (Each firm elected to

have the loading of the sample done by Remington Arms Company.)

(Details and results of this test are outlined in Appendix 4.) The

final re':ommendation was that both propeliants CR8136 and WC846 be

approved as permissible alternates to IMR 4475 in the loading of

5.56mm H193 ball ammunition..2 !' Manufacturers were advised of the

Frankfard Arsenal findings 28-29 April 196, 32/

Meanwhile, prodnction of the initial one million cartridges

progressed with no major difficulty, although Remington advised

Frank.!ord Arsenal on 28 April 1964 that it did not have enoug UIR

4475 propellant to complete the 500,000 order and would be 19,000

31 Frankford Arsenal Tenth Memo Rpt on AR15 Rifle-Amrunitions

System, 15 -May 64.
32-,sgs, Cc, F.ar.kford Arsenal, to Olin, Federal, and Remington,

2S ar'd 29 Aoc 64.
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short (481,000 delivered). It was initially planned to test thor-

oughly a 25,000-round sample from each producer. However, because

subsequent developments indicated that future production would be

loaded with CR8136 or WC846 propellant rather than IMR 4475, the

25,000-round semples would not be representative of the future

production. For this reason, the testing was limited to a simulated

acceptance test simiLar to those for normal production lots of anmu-

nition, except that the function and casualty test was omitted.L32

By the end of November 1964, delivery of 5.56mm ammunition

(131 million procurement) lagged behind the original schedule re-

quirements by approximately 9,837,000 rounds. The failure of Federal

to qualify a preproduction sample because of priner sensitivity re-

sulted in a shortage of 6,908,000, while Remington's low deliveries

in November gave the company a 2,929,000-round shortage on its con-

tract cormitment. Olin Mathieson, the third prcducer, was on sched-

ule. After the fourth attempt by Federal to manufacture an accept-

able preproduction sa-,ple failed, consideration was given to termin-

ating the Fsderal contract for default. The Project Manager, however,

directed that the contractor be given another opportunity to submit

33 Memo, Frankford Arsenal (SML'FA-6000). 29 Apr 64, 3ub:
Tests of Samples from First Million Production of 5.56mm M193
AInmmunition.
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a preproduction sample.34/ Although Remington had met the require-

ments for the preproduction sample (accepted 25 June 1964), it also

had difficulty during December in maintaining primer sensitivity

within the prescribed limits.

The next preproduction sample produced by Federal passed all

aspects of the test with the exception of profile alignment.

Frankford Arsenal conducted tests to study the effects of bullet

obliquity on ultimate function.L The results of this test in-

dicated that the bullet obliquity did not adversely affect the

cartridge performance, but to minimize user reaction, it was re-

commended that the use of these cartridges he li..ited to Continen-

i tal United States. Frankford Arsenal recommended immediate process

and inspection improvements on the part of the contractor.

Deliveries against the contract for 131 million rounds (19

million for the U.S. Air Force) were completed on 30 November 1964.

34 Summary Rpt, Frankford Arsenal, 22 Dec 64, sub: Deliveries

of 5.56mm Ball Amrmunition.

S -35 Memo, Frankford Arsenal (SMtTA-0300), 22 Mar 65, sub:
Request for Deviation Approval of Technical Action (RTA) CHPD
105-65(DV)--Cartridge, 5.56mm, Ball, M193.
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D. Fiscal Year 1965 Procurement

Rifle Procure:.ent

There was no Army procurement action for the M16 rifle in FY

1965. Other customer procurements were 33,500 rifles for the Air

Force, 1,550 rifles for the Navy, and 142 for the Coast Guard.

Ar.munition Procurement

The FY 1965 Army ammunition procurerent program initially

consisted of 20 million rounds of 5.56mm M193 ball cartridges. The

program authority for this quantity was released to Frarkford Arsen-

al on 1 September 1964; the production contract was awarded 25 March

1965, with deliveries made from commercial sources during the period

April 1965 through March 1966. The Air Force procured 27.797,760

rounds oL 5.56mm M193 ball cartridges from Remington Arms with de-

liveries from January 1965 through Mlarch 1966.

The 1955 procurement of 5.56rm, M196, tracer ammunition con-

sisted of 42,872,000 rounds for the Army and 1,000,000 rounds for

the Air Force. Deliveries were completed during February 1966.-6

36 Memo, Hq, USAXMC, undated, sub: Milestones, FY 1965.
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E. Fiscal Year 1966 Procurement

Rifle Procurement

1he Chief of Staff directed on 13 April 1964 that the Army

Staff exai.ine the alternatives of rifle procurement and distribu-

tion to insure maximum readiness of U.S. troops. It was to be

assumed that no more M14 rifles would be procured in peacetime.37/

The final report, titled Study of Rifle Readiness, was forwarded to

the Chief of Staff by Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics (DCSLOG)

on 5 June 1964. One assumption in the study was: "There will be

no procurement of X>IL6El (ARI5) rifles after the fiscal year 1964

buy of 85,000.''38/ At the time of this study it was also assumed

that the Special Purpose Individual Weapon (SPIW) program would pro-

duce a significantly improved weapon which would be ready for type

classification by the 4th quarter of FY 65. (Any assumption re-

garding early availability of the SPIW was soon to prove invalid.

During the period July through November 1964, the forecasted type

classification date for SPIW slipped from 4th quarter F. 65 to 2nd

quarter FY 68-see Inclosure 1 to Appendix 10 for discussion of the

SPIW program.) The recommendations of this study, which were ap-

proved by the Chief of Staff, were:.9'

CSM 64-146, 13 Apr 64.

"V 38 Study of Rifle Readiness, 15 May 64.

, > Ltr, ODCSLO:Z, 6 Aug 64.
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1. That all actions to refine requirements be
expedited and directed toward development of re-
quirements for specific weapons to improve posture
and that an air pipeline be assured to maintain it.

2. That the Army maintain its position that
no Ml rifles should be released for Military As-
sistance purposes, making exceptions in only very
unusual cases such as the support of Vietnam.

3. That action be taken to authorize the over-
haul of M- rifles during FY 65 for the Army rather
than for other customers as now planned.

&. That backlog of MI rifles, remaining after
the FY 65 overhaul program, be rebuilt in FY 66 for
the Army and that rebuild in subsequent years be
based upon need.

5. That the tests on the conversion of MI rifles
to 7.62mm configuration, currently being conducted by
the Army Materiel Command, be expedited and that wea-
pons so modified be given an abbreviated field test at
the earliest practicable date.

6. That all four present production facilities
be retained in a high state of readiness for the
next year. Such retention will provide a capacity
of 98,000 rifles per month, more than adequate to
support a 22 Division Force, with a P-Day of D+ll
months.

7. That retention of these facilities be re-
evaluated next year on the basis of progress of the
SPIW program.

With reference to the DCSLOG Study of Rifle Readiness, the

Commanding General, U.S. Army Materiel Command, advised the Chief

jI of Staff:

To the extent that the DCSLOG Study of Rifle
readiness (15 May 1964) is sersitive to the as-
s•mption to buy ro more V!16EI(ARI5) rifles, its
conclusions are suspect.
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As nearly 4s we can see at presen'. the XMI-6
realizes at least 501' of the improvement that the
SF114 generates over the M114. The cost of the X,116
system (including Lm-.o.) will be a little less than
the M14 for equivalent production rates. The SPIW
System will cost at least 25% more than the >M14.

The XG.I16 can be nade available in production
quantities four years sooner than SPIW.40/

The DCSLOG response to the letter from the Commanding Gen-

eral, U.S. Army Materiel Command, stated:

The object of the SPIW program was to develop a
weapon that would be a quantum improvement over the
standard rifle. For the past several years we have
fought off any solution which woulra commit the Army
to another interim rifle which could hinder the de-
velopment of a greatly improved individual weapon
in the 1965-70 time frame. If a caliber .223 weapon
is to be selected as the successor to the 7.62mm M14,
it should be the best caliber .223 weapon available
and one which fills the quantum improvement qualifi-
cation. This could possibly be the AR18, the Stoner
63 or some other design. Such a decision cannot be
made until the future of the SPIW is clear.41/

The Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics was directed on 21

August 1964 to prepare a study of the resumption of procurement of

H114 rifles for the Secretary of Defense.42/ This action was di-

rected by the Secretary of the Army as the result of a briefing by

DCSLOG and ACSFOR on 18 August 1964. The study,, submitted to the

S I 40 Ltr, USAIC, 23 Jul 64, sub: DCSLOG Study of Rifle Readiness.

41Ltr, ODCSLOG, 6 Aug 64.

42 CSM 64-341, 21 Aug 64, sub: The Army Rifle Program
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Chief of Staff on 4 November 1964, emphasized the fact that by the

end of FY 1966 the combined assets of M14 and M1 rifles would be in-

sufficient to meet requirements, and by the end of FY 1970, a defi-

cit of 85,813 weapons would exist.-43 These data included the

85,000 M16 rifles which were procured in FY 1964. The analysis of

"the rifle position included in this btudy pointed out that the deter-

iorating Army rifle position was caused by slippage in development

and type classification of the most likely follow-on weapon to the

.M1. rifle--the Special Purpose Individual Weapon (SPIW). The re-

po:: also stated: "Pending receipt of the follow-on weapon, the Army

staff prefers the M14 rifle over the M16. Recent briefings to the

Chief of Staff and the Secretary of rhe Army affirmed this position."

The rationale for this was logical in that the Army view was that any

additional interim rifle procurement should be for the weapon al-

ready in the inventory in greatest quantity. This was further but-

tressed by U.S. commitment to NATO Standardization Agreements that

provided for equipping participant national forces with 7.62mm wea-

pons. The DCSLOG recommendation was that 100,000 ,M14 rifles be pro-

cured from the FY 1966 budget. The final action on the 3ummary

sheet is not clear; however, it was returned to DCSLOG on 13 November

J i:.. 1964 as a dead case.44/

f 4 Summary Sheet, ODCSLOG, 4 Nov 64, sub: Study of Procure-
ment of X14 Rifles.

.44 - YFR, Pema Development Division, ODCSLOG, 13 Nov 64.
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There is no record of any further action on the FY 1966 pro-

cure-ient of rifles until May 1965.

In February 1965, representatives of Colt's Inc. commenced a

series of visits and letter exchanges with the Army staff concern-

ing the r'aintenance of a production base.-5 1  The U.S. Air Force

FY 1965 contract was scheduled for completion in October 1965. Pro-

du ticr for the Army FY 1964 program had started in May 1964 and was

originally scheduled to be completed in April 1965. The Army con-

tract had been modified by U.S. Army Materiel Command, however, to

provide for final deliveries in December 1965.46/ Representatives

from Colt's declared that they believed there was an obligation to

maintain an operating production base in view of the previous Army

and Air Fcrce procurements and particularly in view cf the situation

in Southeast Asia. Colt's representatives said that the base could

be maintained either through direct contracts from the Department of

Defense for stated quantities of rifles or through purchase of rifles

for use by the Military Assistance Program. They also advised that

if they did not have work by I May 1965 on government contracts, pro-

duction quantity would decrease and unit costs would increase. The

Army staff (DCSLOG) response to Colt's Inc. was that the prospects

"- 45 Ltrs, Colt's, 16 Feb 65, 24 Feb 65, and 7 Apt 65 and Cable,
5 May 65.! 46S.46Memo, ODCSLOG, sub: Production Base Plan for the M16 Rifle,

8 Mar 65.
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were poor for any new orders for rifles in the near future, however,

the Army was not aware of the Air Force plans.A7 The Chief of

Staff approved the recommendation that the Army make no changes

in the rifle prograri until the study was completed, and that the

maintenance of an operating line for producing M16 rifles was not

necessary.L8 The Chief of Staff advised ASA(I&L) of his decision

on 12 May 1965.A•9 1  This decision was influenced by the fact that

there were no further known or projected Army force structure re-

quirements for the M16.

Meanwhile, on 19 May 1965, the Commanding General, U.S. Army

SMateriel Command. requested approval to procure at least 60,000

X MI6EI rifles for potential U.S. Army and military assistance re-

quirements in Southeast Asia.-0/ He said that although there was no

firm requirement at that time to substantiate the proposed procure-

ment, in his opinion it was probable that an urgent demand would

develop.

DCSLOG replied to the Cowmanding General, U.S. Army Materiel

Command, on 26 May 1965, advising him that at present there was

47 Ltr, DCSLOG to Vice President. Colt's Inc., dtd It Mar 65.

48 Summary Sheet, ACSFOR, 21 Apr 65, sub: Army Requirements
for the M16 Rifle.

-- 49 Metro, CofSA, 12 May 65, sub: Inquiry of Colt Industries,Inc.

-- 0Ltr, Hq, USANC, 19 .':av 65, sub: Procure-ant of RiMles.
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no requirement for additional II16EI rifles; however, the Air

Force had indicated a requirement of 65,358 ?I16 rifles per year

through the FY 1966-70 tire frame.51/

On 14 July 1965, the Commanding General, U.S. Army Materiel

Command. again recommended procurem.ent t.f X1l6E! rifles to the

Vice Cthief of Staff. 5 2 / In this letter, he pointed out that

according to the latest projection for caom-i-itment of forces eqiipped

with the X-1lI6EI rifle to Scutheast A-ia, the CONTS stocks of the

rifle would be depleted by July 19,5. He further pointed out that

the lightweight and rapidfire chara,:teristics of the .116EI rifle

made it a much better weapon for use in Southeast Asia than the M14

rifle. A note added to this letter said:

I have just received a 71"WX from MACV requesting- for planning purposes cost and delivery schedule for
50,000 )DI6EI rifles and associated ammunition. Li.
view of this requ~est from Westmoreland, I think the
60,000 figure :s too conservative.

On 28 July 1q65, the Commanding General, U.S. Army Materiel

Command, submitted; a PEMA Reprogram Request to DCSLOG for 43,000

D1I6EI rifles at a cost of $5,160,000.531 This reprogramming ac-

I tion was returned without action on 17 September 1965 on the basis1

51 Ltr, Air Force Logistics Commend, 29 May 65, sub: M16 Rifles.

32 LtrLHq, USAX-:C, 14 Jul 65.

53 Ltr, Hq, USAIMC, 28 Jul 65, sub: FY 66 PEA• Program.
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of a decision by the Chief of Staff not to buy additional X•I16EI

rifles at that time to equip units not then authorized the X)I06EI

.54/ DCSLOG, by a separate action, included in the Omnibus

Progra.n. Change Proposal the anticipated combat consumption for the

" 16EI and ad6ised U.S. Army Materiel Corrmnand that the requirement

w:ould be included in the January Supplemental (fiscal year 1966)

bug;et. It was requested that 30,134 X!116EI rifles be included

in the budget to meet anticipated combat consum.pti3n for troops

in Vietnam at that time. 5--5

The FY 1966 requirement for procurement of the XQ!l6El rifle

was initiated by a request from Com.ander, U.S. Military Assistanceh Command, Vietnam on 6 December 1965 for 170,000 M16 rifle3, includ-

ing 10,000 for immediate use and approximately 10,500 to be equipped

with the XIl'S grenade launcher.- 1/ A follow-up cable from Com-

I mander, U.S. '!ilitary Assistance Comnand, Vie..nam on 7 December

1 91965 outlined a requirement for the FY 1966 Military Assistance

* Program of 106,000 M16 rifles for Reipublic of Vietnam Armed Forces

and 17,000 M16 rifles for Republic of Korea forces.7/ "

I -

-54 st Incl, DCSLOG, 17 Sep 65 to Ltr. THq, USAIMC, 28 Jul 65,
sub: FY 66 PEMA Program.

" ; 2,i5 5
Exhibit PI, Budget Submission, I Oct 65.

L 56
56 Msg, MACV 42787 (DAIN 187924), 6 Dec 65.

57 "Ms;, N.ACV 42932, 7 Dec 65, sub: FY 66 Military Assistance
Progran.
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In response to this urgertrequirement, the Assistant Secre-

tary of the Army (I&L) directed the Commanding General, U.S. Army

-ateriel Command, to award a letter contract to Colt's Inc. for

the accelerated production and delivery of 100,000 Ci116El rifles.

U.S. Army Materiel Command was also directed to make plans for the

i;-ediate expansion of the 5.56mm ammunition production capacity..-§/

The letter order contract with Colt's was signed 7 December 1965.

The Secretary of Defense asked Commander, U.S. Military As-

sistance Command, Vietnam to clarify his requirements in that it

-ould not be determinea whether the rifles referred to in the mes-

sage of 7 December were in addition to or a part of the 170,000I rifles requested in the 6 December message.9-/

Commander, U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam refined

his requirements for the 116F.L rifle, now stated as 179,641

rifles to re-equip fully all ground combat units.60/

As a result of the Secretary of Defense decision to procure

100,000 additional rifles, the Deputy Chief of Staff ior Logistics

submitted a change to the January 1966 Supolemental Budget for an

"Ltr, ASA(I&L), 6 Dec 65, sub: Accelerated Production of
Rifle, 5.56mm, XM16EI and Ammunition.

S • -•59
Msg DEF, 8 Dec 65.

60 Revision to October I Budget Estimates, 6 Dec 65.
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additional 100,000 XK.I6El at a cost of $11 million and 494.9 mil-

lion rounds of 5.56mm ammunition at a cost of $30.7 million.61/

Subject Issue 854 by Department of Defense added to the Army

program funds for an additional 123,000 rifles and related a..mmu-

nition. These rifles and ammunition were intenaed. for Military

Assistance Program. Subject Issue 933 provided a breakout of the

Military Assistance Command, Vietnam requirements between the Army

and the Marine Corps. 6 2 /

Table 5-2--ARMY,-MARINE CORPS FISCAL YEAR 1966 PROCUREMENT FOR
FRE. WORLD FORCES

AMOUNT
RVN ARIMY QUANTITY ($MILLIONS)

M16 Rifles 100,000 14.1
5.56mm Ammo 535.0 R* 33.2

ROK ARMY

M16 Rifles 14,000 2.0

5.56mm Ammo 76.0 F 4.7

RVN MARINES

M116 Rifles 6,000 .9
5.56mm Ammo 32.3 N 2.0

I - ROK MARINES

1H16 Rifles 3,000 .5
"5.56mm Ammo 14.5 F! 19

* Millions.

61 Mag, MACV 43529 (DAIN 1S6152), 12 Dec 65.

62 Subject Issue 933, 22 De( 65.
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The Army further refined the overall total FY 1966 budget re-

quirement for the )Gll6El rifle.631 (Tables 5-3 and 5-4)

Table 5-3--FISCAL YEAR 1966 ARMY PROCUREMENT

Original Submission 30,134
USARV 68,000
In lieu of M14 rifles

plus consumption 115,271
RVN Army 100,000
ROK Army 14,000

TOTAL AR:-iY PROCURF!ENsT 327,405

Table 5-4--FISCAL YEAR 1966 OTHER CUSTOMER PROCUREM-N'T

U.S. Air Force 60,082
U.S. 11arine Corps 91,872
U.S. Navy 2,000
U.S. Coast Guard 1,411

TOTAL OTHER CUSTOMERS 155,365

Because of the increased requirement for the M16 rifle and the

need for an expanded production base, two alternatives were consid-

ered. The first was to increase Colt's production to the 25,000

monthly L te as rapilly as possible. The second was to establish

a second sou. e of production. It was estimated, however, that it

would be 22 months before the first delivery could be made from a

seCQnd source, since no military technical data package existed. 64'

63 The Army Materiel Plan, Vol. VII, May 66.

64 Fact Paper, OASD (I&L), 18 Jan 66, sub: M16 Rifles.
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The decision was made by Office of the Secretary of Defense on

19 February to expand Colt's production to 25,000 rifles per month.L51

Included in the Commander, U.S. Military Assistance Command,

Vietnam message of 6 December was the request that M16 and X4l6El

rifles now in hands of U.S. forces not engaged in general combat

be redistributed against his stated requirement. To alleviate the

shortage of rifles for combat units, the Air Force offered to pro-

vide production M16 rifles (without the manuat bolt closure device)

to the Army. The Army accepted 3,543 of these rifles from the Air

F•'rce for issue to the Continental United States training base in

order to release those assets of .0116El rifles ot hand to Vietnam.66'

Colt's Inc., reached a capacity of 25,000 rifles a month in

December 1966. The initial production from the FY 1966 procurement

was received in May 1966 and the final delivery was made in December

f 1967. The total program cost for the 327,405 rifles was $38.6 mil-

lion with a program unit cost of $117.89.-L7

Ammunition Procurement

The Secretary of Defense decision on 6 December 1965 to expand

M16 rifle production as a result of increased requirements in Viet-

nam created an immediate requirement to expand the 5.56mm amounition

65 Memo, OASD, 19 Feb 66, sub: Procurement of Rifles, 5.56mm,

M16, and X1l6E-l.

66 nsg DA (DA 745194), 27 Dec 65, sub: M16 Rifles.

67 The Ar=mv "ateriel Plan, Vol. VII, M',a" 67.
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production base. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics recom-

mendation stated that a monthly production capacity for 100 mil-

lion rounds of 5.56mm ammunition must be established to meet the

increased Southeast Asia requirements. 6 8 /

The plan submitted by Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics

and approved by the Department of Defense provided for the Lon-

version of caliber .30 ammunition facilities at Lake City Army

Ammunition Plan at a cost of $2 million and at Twin Cities Army

Ammunition Plant at a cost of $3.5 mil6ion.69/ Lake City could

initiate production in July 1966 and attain a maximum monthly rate

of 32 million rounds by December 1966. Twin Cities could commence

producing in September 1966 and reach 50 million rounds per month

by March 1967. The total existing capacity in private industry was

f I16,400,000 rounds per month.

Further revision of the FY 1966 146 rifle procurement caused a

revision of the monthly requirements for 5.56nm ammnunition from 100

million rounds per month to 150 million rounds per month. By a mem-

orandum of 6 January 1966, Assistant Secretary of the Army (I&L), in

j response to a Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics proposal, revised

"the funds required for expansion.70/

- |, 68 DF, Dir of Proc to ASA(l&L), 10 Dec 66, sub: Expansion of
Production Capacity for 5.56= Ammunition.

.69 Mmo, Deputy Secretary of Defense, 23 Dec 65, sab: Expan-

s.on of Production Capacity for 5.56=,- Ammunition.

70 ':e-.o, ASA(ISL), 6 Jan b6, sub: Expansion of Production

L ,•-Capacity foz 5.5br- m. A.unition at Lake City and Twin Cities.
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Table 5-5--A,1UNWITION PRODUCTION EXPANSION

PREVIOUSLY REVISED 5.56':M. CAPACITY
FACIlITY APPROVED TO PER MONTH

L'2;- City AAP $2,000,000 $1,621,000 AO,O00,O00
Twin Cities AAP $3,500,000 $.,300.000 100,000,000

TOTAL $5,500,000 $5,921,000 140,000,000

The two government-owned cc--nercially-operated (GOCO) plants

of Lake City AAP (operated by Renington Arms Com-pany) and Twin

Cities AAP (operated by Federal Cartridge Company) experienced some

difficult'" in their accelerated start-up of production of a new

and different caliber of ammunition. In addition to shortagE.s of

machine tools and trained operators, both plants experienced the

same problems the zommercial producers had had in meeting primer

sensitivity and _ts_- wa-1 thickness requirements. Some delays

were also axperienced in obtaining a source for cups necessary for

the manufacture of cases, bullet jackets. and primers.-711 (These

problems have *een resolved and the aOCQ plants are currently hav-

ing no more difficulty in meeting production schedules and stand-

ards than are the commercial producers.)

1

71 Trip Rpt, Frankford Arsenal, 2 Aug 66, sub: Visit to LCAAP.
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F. Fiscal Year 1967 Procurement

Rifle Procurement

The Army procurement in FY 1966 of 327,405 rifles precluded

any further procurement in FY 1967. With an established nine-

ronth production lead time on the M16 rifle (deliveries may com-

mence on the tenth month following fund release), and the fact

that Arm.y FY 1966 deliveries were not completed until December

1967, only three months of production would have been available.

The production capacity for January through March was funded by
72/

3:her customers.-1 (See Table 5-6.)

Table 5-6--FISCAL YEAR 1967 RIELE PROCURIENE

U.S. Navy 19,237

U.S. Coast Guard 700
U.S. Air Force 65,000
U.S. Marn-' Corps 18,294

TOTAL 103,231

During the FY 1967 funding period, because of increased re-

quirements for the rifles to support forces in V~etnam, the deci-

sion was reached to broaden the M16 and M16A! rifle production

base. Of the several ways to achi.eve this, the one chosen was toI
establish an independent second source to insure future competitive

procurement and to provide for geographical dispersion of production

*72

72 , Vol. VIX, May 67.
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facilities. Negotiations with Colt's Inc., for the purchase of

the patent rights and technical data package continued, although

no agreement was reached at the time of submission of the FY 1967

Supplemental Budget. However, in anticipation of an early agree-

ment with Colt's Inc., the Army requested $4.0 million in the fis-

cal year 1967 supplement for the establishment of the production

a for the second source.-73/

Ammunition Procurement

The ammunition procurement for fiscal year 1967 totaled

660,100,000 rounds of all types of 5.56r'm cartridges.-/

I73

I

-i

CFP, OOCSLOG-7, 25 Jan 67.

Exhibit P-1, Supporting Data for FY 69 Budget Estimate,
11 Jan 63.
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G. Fiscal Year 1968 Procurement

Rifle Procurement

The FY 1968 budget submission included'a request for the pro-

curement of 175,000 Ml6AI rifles at a total cost of $35.7 million.75/

This recommended procurement was based on the requirement, at that

time, to pro.vide preferred rifles (N14 and MI6AI) to the active

Army and to preclude further issue of the older Ml rifle to active

Army units. As a result of the Small Arms Weapon System (SAWS)

Study, the Chief of Staff had recommended to the Secretary of the

Army that the Ml6A1 be adopted as a standard Army rifle in addi-

tion to the 7. 6 7mm M14 and .30 Ml rifles. The overall Army pro-

curement objective was a single-family small arms weapons inventory,

based on th,.e Colt's 5.56vm individual weapons and, for the present,

the 7.62mm X'60 machine gun. The first objective of the program was

I to eliminate at an early date the caliber .30 family of infantry

weapons. The computations for the total budget submission included

the estimated program cost of the rifles plus $9.0 million, which

I was the price Colt's Inc. had previously quoted for the patent

rights, and $.8 million for procurement of the technical data

" package.

75 Exhibit P-I, 7 Dec 67.

76 CFP, ODCSLOG-7, 25 Jan 67.
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The Departtnent of Defense Program Budget Decision approved

the quantity of 175,000 rifles, but limited the funding to $31.2

million. The Army reclama to this decision stated:

Negotiations for purchase of patent rights for
the MI6AI rifle are being conducted with Colt's.
To date there are no firm indications that Colt's
will reduce their initially quoted price for rights
from $9.0 million. To insure availability of funds
with which to conclude an agreement the current ask-
ing price for patent rights hiust be provided by re-
storing $4.5 million to the F1 68 budget. 7 7/

The Acmy reclama was turned down.

At the time of development of the FY 1968 apporticnment, the

Army budget request for Ml6AI rifles was established at 247,716 at

a total cost of $31.8 million. The revised quantity was based on

the Secretary of Defense decision to accept Colt's increased pro-

duction capacity (25,000 to 27,500 per month) beginning September

1967 and to award a quantity to & second producer.78/

Table 5-7--FISCAL YEAR 1968 APPORTION1lENT COMPUTATION

Colt's Capacity 333,632
2d Source Capacity 15,000

TOTAL CAPACITY 348,632

Other Customer Requirements

(-)100n916

TOTAL ARMY PROCUREtENT 247,716

77 PBD 324, 16 Dec 66.

78 Budget Backup Data, ODCSLOG, undated.
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The total cost of $31.8 million (versus $31.2 million for

175,000 rifles) for the increased quantity of rifles was based on

a DC0LOG decision to transfer the require~ment ior $5.5 million (a

reco outed estimate on funds required for procurement of patent

rights and technical data package from Colt's) from Budget Activity

5 to Budget Activity 11. This administrative decision provided

S5.5 millicn for the additional 72,716 rifles. Activity II pro-

vided necessary funding for the acquisition of patent rights and

for the technical data package. 7 9 /

During the FY 1967-68 funding period, negotiations with Colt's

for the purchase of patent rights and the technical data package

were successfully concluded and a second source procurement plan

was developed. (The contract with Colc's was actually dated 30

June 1967.) The principal points of the plan for a second source

for the X16 family of rifles were:80/

Negotiation under authority of 10 U.S.C. 2304
(a) (16), excluding Colt's, Inc. will be used ro
broaden the M16 mobilization base by establishing
a second production source which will be highly
competent and competitive with Colt's for future
procurement. The use of formal advertising, in-
eluding 2-step formal advertising is inappropriate
(even with tuthority to exclude Colt's from bid-
ding) because an award would have to be made to
the lowest bidder on the multi-year quantity.

79 Budget Backup Data, ODCSLOG, undated.

80 Memo, HQ AMC, 22 Sep 67, sub: Significant Elements of
Second Source Procurement Plan - M16 Family of Rifles.
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Thus, the dual reason for the procurement, i.e.,
(1) broadening the mobilization base (production
capacity and available production package) and (2)
providing a highly competitive second source, would
noL be accomplished by formal advertising. Further-
more, under negotiation procedures, the opportunity
to 'buy-in' will be decreased through the requirement
for submitting cost or pricing data under P.L.
87-653 (Truth in Negotiations Act).

Known qualified sources, including the three
current mobilization producers will be invited to
participate. Proposals will be solicited, vithout
price, requiring all offerors to submit technical
proposals meeting special stringent standards to
identify the unusual expertise and specialized
facilities, including engineering support, necessary
for contract perfcrmance. (See ASP 1-903.2) During
negotiation of Phase 1, any firm which does not
,meet (or exceed) these special standaros may be
eliminated from further negotiations and the RFP
will provide that the Government may elect not to
solicit prices from such firms. All remaining
firms which meet (or exceed) these special standards
will be asked to submit price proposals in Phase 2.

A firm-fixed price mult!-year procurement
covering a three year requirement of 167,000 riflesf is planned.

Desired and mandatory delivery schedules will
be specified in the RFP. A reward incentive will
be specified to encourage achievement of the desire
schedule; a penalty incentive (e.g., liquidated
damages) will be applied s.en deliveries are not
on schedule.

Contractors will be authorized to acquire for
government account, new facilities not to exceed
$4p00,000; any stated DIPEC facilities; and one,
or any part of one, of the available M14 production
lines.

Technical data and manufacturing drawings will
"be made available on an incremental basis to partici-
pating firms.

*M*
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A complete technical data package will be
released in sufficient time to allow for submission
of complete technical proposals on a timely basis.

Options will be included in thce multi-year
contract to pick up additional requirements.
These options woauld have a ceiling price subject
to downward negotiation, giving effect to escalation
for labor and material, as appropriate, and the
elimination of nonrecurring costs such as those
incurred in start-up. Time, rate and oroluction
leadtime of the quantities added by the evercise
of these options shall be determined in the course
of negotiation.

A review procedure consisting of a technical
evaluation board to score individual contractor
proposals reporting to a source selection council

is proposed.

The CG, AMC will be the source setection
authority.

After the evaluation of the technical proposals,

the award will be made in Phase 2 to a qualified
source on the basis of the proposal most advantageous
to the Government, 'price and other factors con-
sidered.' The other factors to be considered should
include high grade engineering capability, reliability
of the producer (cost estimating and production
delivery scheduling), modern production methods and
facilities, option prices, sources of equipment
(lease, GFP, contractor-owned), availability of
high grade personnel in-house vs. outside sources,
and any other factors directly contributing to the
organization of a contractor who will best meet
the Government's requiremerts cr a reasonable price

for the multi-year quantity and yet have the
potential of competitiie prices with Colt's in

4 .subsequent procurements to follow. To accomplish
the foregoing, the RFP should require all offerers
to submit a Contract Pricing Proposal (DD Form 633).

- ~ This cost or pricing data is essential to identify
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nonrecurring costs in the basic contract so that
they may be properly treated in determlining option
and follow-on prices, if any. The cost data will
help to identify any 'buy-in' offers,.and will
also provide a basis for judgment as to the realism
of the contractor's prices and technical competence.

The dates of solicitation and award were:

Events Date
Presolicitation Notice 1 Sep 67
Approval of Procurement Plan and D&F 27 Sep 67
Presolicitation Conference 3 Oct 67
Release of Step 1 RFP 3 Oct 67
Prepare and Release RFP 20 Dec 67
Step I Technical Proposals received 20 Jan 68
Source Selection Advisory Council 25 Jan 68

briefed on proposals by prospective
contractorsI Procurement objectives revised to 28 Mar 68
select two producers from the four
offerors under consideration

Additional data submitted by the 4 Apr 68
four offerors in response to re-
vised procurement objectives

Source Selection Board evaluation 10 Apr 68
completed

Source Selection Advisory Council 15 Apr 68
findings completed

Decision by Source Selection 15 Apr 68

Authority
Congressional notification ot 18 Apr 68

proposed awards
Letter contracts awarded 19 Apr 68

Ammunition Procurement

The FY 1968 Presidential budget provided $52.9 million for the

procurement of 678.8 million rounds of 5.56mm ammunition. As a re-

suit of the increased procurement of rifles at apportionment, the

5 .



ammunition procurement request was increased to 708 million car-

tridges at a total cost of $73.2 million.81 The DOD budget deci-

sion approved procurement of 658 million rounds at a cost of $57.0

million.82-

Ammunition production has exceeded the actual requirements.

The decision to load tracer ammunition with only LMR propellant

and bail ammunition with only ball propellant has had no serious

impact on the produt:tion capacity of 5.56mm ammunition.

I3

I

Ju 67. Exhibit P-I, Supporting Data for FY 68 Apportionment, 9
V Jun 67.

82 Program Change Directive 8031, DOD, dtd I Apr 68.
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H. Allocation and Distribution

Allocation

The allocation of the M16-MI6AI rifles and associated ammu-

nition among services is accomplished by the Joint Materiel

Priorities and Allocations Board. All serviccs are represented

at the board hearings, but allocations are based on priorities

established or approved by the Secretary of Defense and the

stated requirements of Commander, U.S. Military Assistance Command,

Vietnam.

As a result of actions by the Allocations Board, deliveries

of rifles and armunition may not be made to the service during the

contracting period.

Distribution

Distribution of rifles and ammunition within the Army is based

on established and approved requirements. Th- theater distribution

of the initial 85,000 rifles procured in fiscal year 1964 and the

i theater distribution of total assets through December 1967 Mihich

includes the bulk of the fiscal year 1966 purchase) are shown in

Table 5-8. Losses and distributions to Free World Forces are not

included in quantities on hand.

I5
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Table 5.8--THEATER DISTRIBUTION OF 'M16 RIFLE

TOTAL TOTAL
ON HIAND ON HAM)

THEATER I JAIN 66 31DEC 67

USAREUR 1,408 1,408

Vietnam 32,068 191,354

USARPAC Less Vietnam 481 9,053

Other Overseas 1,722 1,947

STRAF 23,156 32,802

*COiUS less STRAF 2,514 30,340

TOTAL ACTIVE ARMY 61,349 266,904•

Reserve Components 1,197 1,151

CONUS Depot 19,264 7,438

TOTAL WORLDWIDE 81,810 275,493

Source: PEM.ýA Item Readiness 1966 and 1968.

*Includes Training Base.

5
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I. Negotiations

To understand fully some of the features of negotiations with

Colt's Inc. for the procurement of the patent rights and the tech-

nical data drawings for the M16 rifle, it is necessary to know

what part the several claimants to these right; have played in the

development if the M16 rifle.

The recognized designer of the AR15 rifle is Mr. Eugene M.

Stoner, who was employed as ths chief engineer of Armalite, a

division of Fairchild Aircraft.

Mr. Robert W. Maconald, president of Cooper-MacDonald, Inc.,

was an oversea sales representative for Fairchild prior tc the de-

velopment of the ARI5. He was also a sales representative for

Colt's Inc. After the AR15 was developed and its sales potential

was recognized by Mr. MacDbnald, he recommended to Colt's Inc.,

which had been negotiating for production rights with Fairchild,

that Colt's tool up for production.

Colt's Inc. acquired the rights from Fairchild on or about

7 January 1959, at a cost of $75,000 plus 4ý percent royalty on

"1 all weapons produced. Colt's contract with Mr. Maconald provided

a payment of $250,000 plus a 1 percent royalty on every rifle pro-

duced."3 (The fee to MacIonald is referred to as a finders fee

S83 Testimony Before the Special Subcommittee on the M16 Rifle
Program,Hearings, ASC.
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and takes into account funds which he expended on exhibits and

firing demonstrations throughout the world.)

The requirement that Colt's Inc. pay the above-mentioned

royalties totaling A percent was a factor in all negotiations.

The Deputy Commanding General, U.S. Army Weapons Command, on

3 July 1963, directed Project Manager, Rifles, to include two fea-

Zures in the negotiations with Colt's Inc. for the FY 1964 procure-

ment of 104,000 rifles (85,000 for the Army and 19,000 for the Air

Force). These two features, which had apparently been discussed

previously (although not documented) with Colt's Inc. were:

A government option to purchase the rights and
technical data package from Colt's at an agreed upon
price or other consideration.

That we will negotiate out, what we consider to
be exorbitant, the 15% royalty paid to Fairchild._4/
(Note: The 15% applied to all repair parts only.)

In the original Request for Quotation (RFQ), dated 8 August

1963, Colt's Inc. was requested to quote a price for delivery to

the government of a complete technical data package and the right

to manufacture, or have others manufacture, the AR!5 rifle. Colt's

4 was not responsive to this pirtion of the RFQ, and by letter datedI
]. 30 September 1963 stated that it did not intend or propose, as a

part of or in conjunction with the present procurement, to sell or

84 Memo, Hq, USAWECOM, 3 Jul 63, sub: Procurement AR15.
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license all or any portion of its proprietary rights to the

government. Colt's further stated that at such time as the total

requirements for the rifle exceed 500,000 units it will consider

licensing other sources of production.L5e

A meeting was held in the Office of the Assistant Secretary

of the Army (I&L) on 4 October 1963 regarding Colt's refusal to

negotiate with the Army for proprietary rights of manufacture for

the 1964 procurement. After a discussion with the Deputy Assis-

tant Secretary of Defense, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (I&L)

directed U.S. Army Materiel Cor.hand to ar.end the RFQ to delete the

requirement and to continue to negotiate after award in the event

86/
of a new requirement in the future. At the time of this decision,

there were no plans to procure more than 85,000 rifles for the Army.

During 1964, two meetings were held between Colt's represen-

it tative and General Counsel, U.S. Army Materiel Cor:',and, to discuss

negotiations, one on 3 June 1964 and one on 6 October 196". At the

6 October meeting, Colt'a made four alternative offers; the most

favorable was that the Department of Defense pay S5.4 million, less

$10.00 credit for each rifle produced, plus 5 percent royalty.

(That is, if the Department of Defense had procured 540,000 rifles

85 Memo, Hq, USAWECOM, 30 Oct 63, sub: Submission for Ap-
proval of Award of Contract for Rifle, 5.56mm, M16.

96 YFT, Prr ez.t Mana!er Staff 0fficer, Oz O: 63.
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at that time the ottly cost would have been a 5 percent royalty.)

This offer was unattractive at the time because there were no indi-

cations tnat the Department of Defense would require 540,000 more

rifles in the future. In June 1965 the Army attempted to determine

if Colt's proposals of October 1964 represented their best offer.

Colt's responded with a different proposal in that it also wanted

a guarantee that Colt's would be given the contract for the first
100,000 rifles of the Army's requirement each year-and would be

permitted to bid competitively on any excess over 100,000. 8 71

The decision of 6 December 1965 to procure an additional quan-

Stity of '16 rifles renewed the Army's interest in the patent rights.

However, the letter order contract which was awarded on 7 December

1965 for 100,000 M16 rifles did not include any provision for nego-

SI tiaticns. The Army, because it urgently needed the rifles and

wished to commence production as soon as possible, ele-cted to in-

.I elude this provision when the contract was definitized at a later

date.

The first known correspondence dealing with the proprietary

1 rights in the fiscal year 1966 contract, was a letter from the

General Counsel, U.S. Army Materiel Command, to the President of

- 8 Testimony of ASA (I&L), p. 4725, and USAM1C General Counsel,

p 4823, in Hearings before the Special Subcommittee on M16 Rifle
Program, ASC, 8 and 9 Aug 67.
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Colt's Inc. on 13 April 1966, with which was forwarded a draft

license agreement and the suggestion that the Army ard Colt's hr*e
S881I

a meeting to negotiate the terms of the contract.-1

The 13 April letter from USAMC was answered by Colt's on 25

April 1966, stating in part:89-

We believe it is unrealistic to hope that we
can effect a licensing agreement on or before reach-
ing agreement on the proposed added quantities under
our present letter contract. * * * We take the po-
sition that the conclusion of a licensing agreement
is not a necessary prerequisite to the procurement
now contemplated under our letter contract.

4Ii The subject of licensing agreement was further discussed at a

11 meeting between the Army and Colt's Inc. on 14 May 1966. An addi-

tional negotiating session was scheduled at Rock Island for 16 May.

However, this was cancelled when Colt's representatives stated they

were prepared to come for general discussions but not negotiations.

This meeting was followed by an exchange of correspondence on 19

and 23 May 1966 which generally related only to the agreenent to
90/

negotiate.- It was mutually agreed by both Colt's Inc. and the

Army that the urgency of the requirement to produce rifles had pre-

vented the completion of negotiations prior to the signing of the

definitized contract for the FY 1966 procurement. On 19 May 1966,

-!
88 Ltr, USAMC General Counsel to Colt's Inc., 13 Apr 66.

89 Ltr, Colt's Inc. to USAMC General Counsel, 25 Apr 66.

90 Testimony, Hearings before the Special Subco-mittee on
M16 Rifhl Program, ASC, 27 Jul 67.
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the two parties agreed to complete negotiations during the next

six-month period and a clause was written into Contract 0018, stat-

ing that negotiations must be completed prior to 1 Decenber 1966.

Again on 7 June 1966, the General Counsel of U.S. Ar-y 'Mater-

iel Command wrote to the president of Colt's Inc. urging that ne-

gotiations commence at the earliest date.-1/ A request for propo-

sal (RFP) by Headquarters, U.S. Army Materiel Command, on 15 July

1966 was answered by Colt's Inc. on 13 September 1966. This offer

by Colt's quoted a price of $9 million plus a 9 percent royalty

for the M16 rifle rights only, in addition to $8 million for the

92/
reproducti6n of the technical data package.-

The Colt's proposal of 13 September 1966 was followed by meet-

ings on 6 October, I1 October, 2 November, 21 November, and 8 Decem-

ber 1966 at which total Army requirements and royalties were dis-

I cussed atsome length. There were also discussions on contract re-

strictions of the second source producer.23/^

During these meetings, it became apparent that the Colt's

representative had access to the Army's estimate for future

91 Ltr, USAMC General Counsel to Colt's Inc., 7 Jun 66.

92 Testimony by USA.XC General Counsel, p. 4753, Hearings be-

fore the Special Subcommittee on M16 Rifle Program, ASC, 27 Jul 67.

i . and6 Dec 66 USAMC General Counsel, 6 and 11 Oct, 2 and 21 N~ov,and 6 Dec 66.
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requirements and to the Army's plans for expansion of the produc-
94/

tion base. When this fact was brought to the attention of the

Chief of Staff, he directed the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics

to prepare a memorandum establishing the General Counsel, U.S. Army

Materiel Command, and the Project Manager, Rifles, as the single

points of contact with Colt's Inc. until negotiations were com-

pleted.95/

Negotiations continued until tMe contract was finally signed

on 30 June 1967. The negotiations might have been completed sever-

al months earlier if a mutual agreement h&6 not been made on 17

February 1967 to negotiate only for rights to the rifle and if the

Army had not insisted on 2 March 1967 that the rights to the CAR15

(MOf177) submachine gun be included. New terms were thus introduced

and required a longer time for resolution.

The basic terms of the contract signed with Colt's Inc. on 30

"ane 1967 were summarized by Dr. Robert A. Brooks, Assistant Secre-

tary of the Army (I&L).

This contract deals with the acquisition of a
patent license. . . . this license authorizes the
United States to manufacture the rifles and subma-
chine guns, or to cause them to be manufactured in

9 MFR, USAMC General Counsel, 8 Dec 66.

95 CSM 66-546, sub: Army Point of Contact with Colt's Fire-
arms Division of Colt Industries, Inc., 16 Dec 66.
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the United States and to sell them, to give them to
grant-aid countries, and to use them an)where in the
world ...

The terms of the contract are as follows: The
Arrmy is paying Colt a lump sum of $4.5 million for
the rights. The Army will Day a 5½ percent royalty
on procurement of the weapons from sources other than
Colt. This is subject to the condition that, if the
royalty which Colt in turn is paying to its licensors
should decrease, the royalty rate which the Army pays
will be correspondingly decreased.

j Third, Colt has represented to us that their
production rate (Note: production capacity) is 27,500
units per month, plus spare parts. The Army will enter
into a contract with them to take their production of
these weapons up ;o this rate for the balance of the
period of the outstanding contract--through April 1968,
and for 24 months thereafter.

During fiscal years 1968 and 1969 the Army will
purchase from Colt on a sole source basis its re-
quirements of spare parts and magazines, limited to
those parts presently manufactured by Colt and to all
nondisposable magazines developed by Colt.

We negotiate the prices, of cuurse, of these
spare parts from time to time. It will be subject to
a ceiling price to be negotiated between the parties.

The second source to be established under this
license agreement will not have the right to manufac-
ture or sell. except for and to the Department of Defense.

Finally, until further notice from the Department of
Defense but not beyond April 1970, the license which is
granted pursuant to this agreement shall give the Depart-
ment of Defense the exclusive right to make foreign sales
"of M16 rifles and XM177 type submachine guns, with such
exceptions prior to May 1970 for Colt's foreign sales as
Colt may from time to time submit prior to any comnitment,

and the Department of Defense may approve.96/

- 96
9 Testimony of Dr. Brooks, ASA(M&L), Before the Specisl

Subcommittee on the M16 Rifle Prograii, ASC, 27 Jul 67, p. 4715-4716.
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J. Quality Assurance

Introduetion

The quality assurance program for the M16 rifie and the as-

sociated 5.56mm ammunition developed by an evolutionary process

from the general terms of commercial specifications to the re-

quirements established today. Many of the current standards were

created because deficiencies were discovered in the system through

laboratory tests and field use. Appearing periodically, examples

of poor quality control have served to reinforce a need

to tighten existing controls or to establish new test or inspec-

tion procedures.

Developrrent of Quality Control Procedures

The basic policy for quality assurance is that the contrac-

tors and producing activities are responsible for controlling

product quality and for offering to the Army for acceptance only

those items or lots of items considered by them to conform to con-

tractual requirements.92/ The test procedures to be followed and

the criteria for acceptance were included in the contracts for

both the ammunition and the rifle.

The procurement agencies of the Army are responsible for de-
termining, by verification inspections, that contractuai

97 AR 715-20, 21 Apr 60, sub: Procurement Inspection and

Quality Control.
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requirements have been complied with before the Army accepts sup-

plies ard services. When definitive specifications are the basis

for procurement, the inspection syztem of the contractor will be

considered acceptable if the quality of the produced supplies or

services is consistently acceptable, and the production process

includes, as a minimum, the perfotmance of those quality assurance

provisions stated in the specification.

Verification inspection procedures include a review and eval-

uation of the contractors' quality control procedures. The verifi-

cation inspection will insure that the contractor has correct gag-

ing, measuring, and test equipment and that the equipment is pro-

perly calibrated. The verification inspection will also include

examination of the inspection record3 maintained by the contractor.

Prior to 1962, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics had

t overall staff responsibility for the implementation of verification

&nspections. The transfer of certain procurement functions from

the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics to the Office

of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (I&L) un ' August 1962 shifted

the functions of procurement policy and contract award, including

verification procedures, review, and supervision to the Office of

the Assistant Secretary of the Army t1&L). - At the present time,

the Army staff has no assigrted responsibility for quality assurance.

98 Ltr, DA, 19 Jul 62, sub: Transfer of Certain Procurement
i/•..•-.-Functions froi ODCSLOG to OASA (I&L.
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Headquarters, U.S. Army •Materiel Commar:d, is responsible for

implementation of the quality assurance program for the Department

iof the Army and has diet cesto the A-,sistanr- Secretary of

the Army (M&L) on quality assurance matters. The US.A:C quality

assurance system extends and applies throughout the entire life

, cycle of an item of materiel. The system starts its operation dur-

ing the USA1'C participation in the preparation of qualitative mater-

iel requirements (QMR), small development requirements (SDR), or

other research and development project aathority doctrients; pro-

gresses through design, testing, production, and use and recondi-

tioning phases; and ends only when the item is dropped from the

supply system.9-9/ Headquarters, USAIMC, is also responsible for in-

suring that production contracts contain a cleei-statement of qual-

tiy prograw and quality control requirements and that the contractor

has been found capable of carrying out the requirements. In 1964

and 1965 Defense Contract Administrative Services (DCAS) was

created and assumed responsibility for in-plant inspections and

acceptance.

Specific tests that are required during the production and

post production phase of the life cycle of materiel are defined as

100/

The preproduction is an engineering type test of

99 Regulation, Hq, USAMC, AMCR 700-6, 19 Oct 64, with Change

" 1, 2 Dec 64, sub: USAMC Quality Assurance System,• -•'-A "00

1.. 2 100 Re;gtaton. S', .s.Z:c 0CC-6, 19 *ct 6!", with C'han".
.-. Dec 64, sub: USA.C QualiIv Assurance Ssce...
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a preproduction model which has been produced in

accordance with the supply procurement specifications
and drawings using the same methods, meteriels, and
equipment as will be used during regular production,
in order to verify production drawings, processes, and
materiels.

Production tests are required to assure that the
product from production meets the user quality re-
quirements and is at least as good as the quality
standard expressed by the QIR on the type-classified
item.

An initial production test is conducted of an
early item from the first production run. This test
is for the purpose of verifying the adequacy and
quality of materiel when manufactured according to
the production drawings and the mass production
processes.

CI omparison tests are tests of random samples of
production line items, conducted as a quality assur-
ance measure to detect any design, manufacturing, or
inspection deficiencies that may reduce the effective
operation of the item by the using agency.

Surveillance tests are conducted to determine
the extent of deterioration of an item while in
stockpile.

The acceptance testing specifications for the 'I16 rifle out-

line those tests which are to be conducted by the contractor 101/

The manufacturer may utilize his own facilities or any other com-

mercial laboratory acceptable to the government. The purchase

1 description requires specific testing for (1) headspace; (2) firing

i pin indent; (3) trigger pull; (4) interchangeability of parts;

(5) high-pressure resistance; (6) targeting and accuracy,

LOISpringfield Armory Purchase Description (SAPD) - 253B, sub:
Acceptance Testing Specification for Rifles, 5.56mm, M16, and

"I ' XN16EI, 29 Aur 66, with Amendment, 24 Oct 66.
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functioning, and reliability firing tests; and (7) final examtin-

ation of the rifle. (The requirement for each test is outlined in

Inclosure 5-1.) The requirements and methods for the above tests

are approved by all services.

Table 5-9--116 ACCEPTANCE DATA
BASED ON COLT'S FINAL INSPECTION REPORTS

Number Number
of Weapons of Weapons Percent

Tested/ , Accepted./ Accepted

1st Quarter 1964 356 326 91.6
2d Quarter 1964 10,965 10,446 95.3
3d Quarter 1964 19,151 16,930 88.4
4th Quarter 1964 24,914 22,069 88.6

1st Quarter 1965 26,355 24,756 93.9
2d Quarter 1965 24,925 24,165 97.0
3d Quarter 1965 25,274 24,244 95.9
4th Quarter 1965 25,599 24,200 94.5

1st Quarter 1966 40,749 37,289 91.5

2d Quarter 1966 50,425 48,100 95.4
3d Quarter 1966 42,555 40,505 95.2
4th Quarter 1966 65,969 63,000 95.5

1st Quarter 1967 77,381 75,000 96.9
2d Quarter 1967 82,280 -),000 97.2
3d Quarter 1967 47,741 .,O000 96.4
4th Quarter 1967 93,713 91,100 97.2

1968,3/ 28,185 27,500 97.6

I Number of weapons fired (initial and repeat firings) in the

function firing (which is the first) phase of the quality assurance
inspection.

2 Number of weapons accepted after the function firing, accuracy,
" targeting, and final inspections.

3 Januarv only.
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The development of quality control procedures for 5.56.mm am-

munition commenced with the FY 1964 procurement. U.S. Army Muni-

tions Command, however, had provided assistance to the U.S. Air

Force in 1963 in the development of the product specification.--

The Air rorce specification, discu.sed previously, was basically

an adaptation of the commercial specification developed by Reming-

ton Arms Company, Inc., and provided for a degree of quality

assurance. Modifications to the military specifications (as out-

lined in Inclosure 4-1) were, in part, the result of changes to

the quality assurance provisions. The requirement for the fouling

test, as discussed in Appendix 4, was based on the need to maintain

quality control of production. Changes in the military specifica-

tions which established metallurgical controls over cartridge cases

ard primer composition were measures to achieve standardization in

5.56mm ammunition and to prevent the occurrence of system incom-

patibilities. 103/

Those characteristics contained in the military specifications

requiring quality assurance testing and the standards which must be

met by the 5.56mm M196 tracer cartridge are outlined in Inclosure

S"5-2 and by the 5.56mm M193 ball cartridge, in'Inclosure 5-3.

-10
102 MFR, Hq, USAMUCOM, 26 Jun 63, sub: AR15 Rifle Ammunition

(cal. .223).

103 Ltr, Frankford Arsenal, 24 Aug 67, sub: Quality Assurance
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A general review of the quality of 5.56mm M193 ball car-

tridges of auiunition produced through FY 1967 and the first

quiarteŽr of FY 1968, a total of 660 lots representing 909 million

c~r• :.dges, presents the acceptance data on these lots as shown

in Table - 104/

Table 5-10--TOTAL LOTS PRODUCED
FISCAL YEAR 1967 AND FIRST QUARTER FISCAL YEAR 1968,

5.56rmn N193 BALL AX.:...ITION

Lots Total Rounds

* Submitted for Acceptance 660 909,056,506

Accepted on First Test 596 840,036,371

Accepted on Retest 47 49,656,295

Accepted on Waiver-- 6 10,036,200
Unrestricted Use

Accepted on Waiver-- 6 2,272,760
For CONUS Only

f Pejected 5 7,054,880

I

104 Memorandum, Frankford Arsenal, 23 Oct 67, sub: Quality

Assurance Review of 5.56una M193 Ball Ammunition.
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K. Conclusions

The procurement of the M16 rifles has been discontinuous and

uncoordinated because of the lack of a definitive rifle program.

The rifle program is based upon total requirements, the status of

follow-on weapons, status of production babe, and budget guidance.

* All of these factors have influenced the rifle program, and con-

sequently the annual procurements. The procurement of ammunition

has been related to the current and planned distribution of rifles

and to the rifle production schedule.

Both the M16 rifle and ammunition were introduced into the

Army inventory in sizeable quantities without undergoing the stand-

ard procedures required for Type Classification, Szandard A. This

fact significantly contributed to the quality assurance problems

that were experienced.

There has been no significant production problems with the rifle

except for minor discrepancies in quality control. Colt's delivery

recotd has been outstanding in that delivery schedules have

invariably met or exceeded contract quantities. The production

schedule of ammunition has been delayed on several occasions as
1

a result of shortages of materials and of the inability of producers

to meet the specifications. The expansion of the ammunition production

base resulted in the requirement for more stringent control measures and

A period of time for the new producer to gain production experience.
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The future expanbion of the production base for rifles could easily

result in additional control measures and a lag in production by

new producers until they acquire the production experience Colt's

now has.

The Army procurerents during fiscal years 1962-68 have been

irregular although the deliveries reflect a steady increase (see

Table 5-11). The FY 196S deliveries to the Army are not firm and

may change as directed by the Joint Allocations Board. ine .16

rifle procureme0 nt program for all services for fiscal year 1961-68

total over one million rifles (Table 5-12).

Negotiations extended over an excessively long period (from

1963 to 1967). A review of the procurement history indicates that

the Army's changing requiremants for rifles was a primary factor

in the negotiations. In 1964 when Colt's offered four proposals for

consideration, the Amy could not foresee a requirement for further

procurements. By the time the Army had established a requirement

again in 1966, Colt's was in a position to negotiate on its owu

terms, which were understandably motivated by profit. Because the

1966 procurement was based on an urgent requirement in Vietnam, the

Army was forced to buy, and hope for a more favorable agreement

with Colt's later. Undoubtedly, Colt's believed that ti"e was on

its side, and that the requirements for rifles in Vietnam would

force the Army to sign an agreement for rifles on terms favorable

5-63
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to Colt's. The Army was in a position in which time would not

permit the establishment of a second producer without a contractual

agreement with Colt's. The delay in final negotiations was further

aggravated by a lack of understanding by Colt's and the Army of the

requirement for rights to the V1177 submachine gun.

After the firse 100,000 weapons are produced, very little re-

duction in unit price appears to be experienced in the small arms

manufacturing industry, inrluding automated production. The learn- J;_-

ing curve is approximately ninety-eight percent (see InclosureS 7

The establishment of multiple sources for M16 production does

not appear to be economically justified unless the recurring unit

cost at Harrington and Richardson is at least 33 percent below that

established by ceiling prices and che recurring unit cost at General

Motors is at least 60 percent below that established by the ceiling

prices (see InclosureS. However, a prime consideration in these

procurement contracts was accelerated quality production.

i
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FISCAL YEAR 1964 MILESTONES

I Millon Rounds

September 1963 December 1963
Schedule Schedule Description of Action

12 Aug 63 12 Aug 63 Production Proposals Solicited

14 Aug 63 14 Aug 63 Coordination of Specification Completea

16 Aug 63 16 Aug 63 Receipt of Program Authority

20 Jan 64 Contractor's Response to Revised
Proposal

24 Jan 64 Review and Evaluate Proposals, Select
Contractor and Make Allocation to the
District

1 Nov 63 7 Feb 64 Production Contract Awarded

10 TJan 64 3 Apr 64 Delivery for Special Engineering Tests

I Feb 64 1 May 64 Complete Special Engineering Tests

131 Million Rounds

23 Aug 63 23 Aug 63 Receipt of Program Authority (27 Million
Rounds)

12 Sep 63 12 Sep 63 Receipt of Program Authority (104 Million
Rounds) Total of 131 Million Rounds

4 Nov 63 27 Dec 63 Production Proposals Solicited

31 Jan 64 Contractor's Response to RFP

14 Feb 64 Review and Evaluate Proposals
10 Jan 64 2 Mar 64 Product• i Conrract Awarded

30 Apr 64 30 Jun 64 Initial Delivery

30 Mar 65 Production Contract Completed

iS

"Inclosure 1-1
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Analysis of Current M16 Rifle Procurement

Background

In the analysis which follows, cost data from each of the M14

rifle producers have been evaluated to gain in3ight on cost-quantity

relationships in the small arms manufacturing industry. These re-

lationships are then compared with past and projected procurement

of the M16 rifle.

Procurement cost data for each of the four M14 rifle producers

are fllustrated in tabular form in Table I. £he target price data

shown was stipulated in the contracts. These data A2do.L include

initial tooling, facilities, government furnished S nuipwm&-r or

0 he tart u osts.

From an inspection of the data presented in Table I, it can be

seen that the M14 unit cost increased significantly for each com-

"mercial producer until approximately 100,000 rifles were produced. 7
After that, costs decrease as a function of quantity on approxi-

mately, a ninety-eight percent slope. After the initial 15,000

unit run, Springfield Armory costs were decreasing on the same

slope as that experienced by industry. The lower cost per unit at

TRW was attributed to the fact that they developed an automated

production line.

Tooling, facility and other stqrt up costs on the M14 rifle

program were in excess of $27 million. Additionally, each rifle

5-S7
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Table I
M14 Rifle Production

and Target Price

Contract Target

Contractor & Contract No. Date Quantity Price

Springfield Armory

OWC Order No. 1 26 Mar 58 15,600 $175.00
OWC Order No. 2 7 Oct 59 32,000 128.00
OWC Order No. 3 Sep 60 70,500 128.OC
OWC Order No. 4 Aug 61 49,000 124.00

Harrington & Richardson

DA 19-020-ORD-4921 29 Apr 59 35,000 $ 83.66A/b/
DA 19-020-ORD-5208 7 Apr o0 ?0,000 114.29L/-/
DA 19-020-ORD-5447 10 May 61 133,000 113.60C'
DA 19-020-ORD-5599 15 Feb, 62 224.500 106.80'
DA 19-020-AC-0007W 12 Oct 62 75,000 97.6Od-

Olin Mathieson

DA 19-020-ORD-&853 17 Feb 59 .5,000 $ 68.75A/
DA 19-020-ORD-5209 30 Nov 60 81,500 91,00YI
DA 19-020-0RU-5593 13 Apr 62 90,0'j0 11 __.s

DA 19 -Ax20-A-0006W 8 Oct 62 150,001 05v

TIVW

DA 11-199-ORD-687 2 Oct 61 100,000 $ 71.73S/
DA 33-O19-A-C-14(W) 8 Oct 62 219,163 79.506./

a Fixed price redeterminable.
j b Redetermined price is listed

c Fixed price i-centive based on cost.
d Firm fixed price.
e Firm fixed price delivery incentive.

5-88
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was equipped with five magazines at a total cost of $4.20 per wea-

pon. By amortizing the non-recurring costs over the entire produc-

tioin runs and including magazine cost., the actual cost of the M14

rifle -.as approximately $25 above that shown in Table I.

Pazt production ond unit price for the M16 rifle are illus-

tr:tcd in Table 11. These data differ from that illustrated for

S" rifle in that these data represent the total cost of the

weapons procured, including seven magazines. No additional tooling,

facility or non-recurring start up costs were incurred. Current con-

:rzt optiocýs permit the cumulative quantity of weapons produced to

be ex:ended from that shown to a total oL 1,100,000 weapons at a

unit price of S104.39 for the additional weapons. It can be seen

from inspection of the da- Table II that the unit price for the

1M16 rifle has decreased a. ion of total quantity produced at

approximately the same race as the MlA rifle.I
Multiyear letter contracts for second source M16 rifle pro-

ducers were announced in April 1968, Production quantities and

ceiling prices are illustrated in Table 111.

3 --
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Table HI
M16 Rifle Production

and Unit Price

Contract Unit

Contractor & Contract No. Date Quantity Price

DA 11-199-AMC-508 Nov 63 84,250 $126.37

DA ll-199-AMC-508 Jul 65 100 125.37

DAAF 03-66-C-0018 Jun 66 403,905 111.50.

DAAF 03-66-C-001S Jun 66 15,372 107.00

DAAF 03-66-,-00L8 Dec 66 10,000 102.30

DAAF 03-66-C-0018 Dec 66 27,531 104.58

SDAAF 03-66-C-0018 Sep 67 124,772 107.61

DAAF 03-66-C-0018 Sep 67 74,414 106.24

DAAF 03-66-C-0018 Sep 67 43,530 101.39

Table III
M16 Multi Source Procurement

Ceiling Prices

Contract Ceiling

Contractor Period Quantity Price

HarringLOn & Richardson 1st year 60,00'. $250.00
2nd year I8o,000 150.00

General Motors torp. 1st year 60,000 316.00
"2nd year 180,000 105.00

i .:.-" 5-5. 5-.
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The data in Table III differs from that previously illustrated

in that all normal elements of non-recurring start up costs have

been included. However, non-recurring costs of $5.3 million to

acquire the proprietary rights and technical data package requir=d

to establish these production sources have not been included, Re- f
curring costs of $8.68 per rifle for the required seven magazines

and a royalty pay=ment of 5.5 percent of the total cost per unit are

not included in the ceiling prices.

Analsvis

Three assumptions have been made in the analysis which follows:

1. The Authorized Acquisition Objective (A0) for MIl6 rifles is

2,000,000.

2. Colt production will be terminated at 1,000,000 units.

3. Procurement of zhe remaining rifles to ccnplete the AAO

will be equally divided between General Motors and Harrington &

kichard-Scno

Amortizing the $5.3 million non-recurring cost of acquiring

production rights over the 1 million rifles to be produced results

in a per unit increase in cost of $5.30. This, together with the

re.urring cost of $8.38 per weapon to obtain seven magazines and

5.5 percent royalty cost, provide the basis for constructing a

table of comparable costs for M16 rifles. These data are illus-

trated in Table IV.

5.9;
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If the difference between first and :econd year ceiling prices

is considered as non-recurring start up cost and the remaining

variable cost element of the Harrington and' Richardson ceiling

price is reduced by one-third, the resulting total unit price for

each of the three years would be $225.43, $119.92, and $116.77,

respectively. Under these most favorable circumstanres, the pro-

curement at Harrington and Richardson would cost $13 million more

than current prices from Colt. If the AAO were to double over that

assumed, the resulting units would decrease in price an additional

$9.00 or approximately $107.00 per rifle.

By a similar analysis, if the variable cost element of the

General Motors ceiling price were to be reduced by sixty percent,

the resulting unit prices would be $218.05, $100.94, and $99.36,

respectively. Under these most favorable circumstances, the pro-

¶ curement at General Motors would cost 72.9 million more than cur-

rent prices from Colt. An increase in the AAO would have the sae

effect as that illustrated for Harrington and Richardson.

il
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